4 guys fire truck wiring diagram

This pictorial diagram shows us a physical connection that is much easier to understand in an
electrical circuit or system. An electrical diagram can indicate all the interconnections,
indicating their relative positions. The use of this Array can be positively recognized in a
production project or in solving electrical problems. This can prevent a lot of damage that even
derail electrical plans. The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers
designing electrical circuits and implementing them. The pictures are also helpful in making
repairs. It shows whether the installation has been appropriately designed and implemented
while confirming the safety regulators. A usually gives information about the relative position
and arrangement of devices and terminals on the devices, to help in building or servicing the
device. This is unlike a schematic diagram, where the arrangement of the components
interconnections on the diagram usually does not correspond to the components physical
locations in the finished device. A pictorial would show more detail of the physical appearance,
whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections over
physical appearance. Firetruck Schematics show the circuit flow with its impression rather than
a genuine representation. They only provide general information and cannot be used to repair
or examine a circuit. The functions of different equipment used within the circuit get presented
with the help of a schematic diagram whose symbols generally include vertical and horizontal
lines. However, these lines are known to show the flow of the system rather than its wires. A
represents the original and physical layout of electrical interconnections. Wiring on the picture
with different symbols shows the exact location of equipment in the whole circuit. Its
components are shown by the pictorial to be easily identifiable. They are often photos attached
with highly-detailed drawings or labels of the physical components. A person with a strong
knowledge of electrical wiring diagrams can only understand a pictorial. Firetruck Schematics
The layout facilitates communication between electrical engineers designing electrical circuits
and implementing them. Ferrara Fire Apparatus LA County Firefighters Assn. Electronic Siren
CircuitElectroSchematics. FRdefi gym concept. Related Firetruck Schematics. There are few
common problems which can cause an electric ride-on toy to quit working. The circuit runs
from the battery sometimes they have a fuse or diode connected to one of the battery terminals.
Check 6 volt or 12 volt batteries 6 volt fully charged should read 6 plus volts 12 volt should read
12volts plus. You also want to check the terminals inside the connectors battery side and
vehicle side. I had a customer who had a 12 volt John Deere back hole tractor, the battery and
charger were both checked out good but he could not get the tractor to work. There was
corrosion in one of the connectors preventing the battery from making contact. Sometimes a
battery can give you a false good reading before moving on to switches and motors unplug the
battery from the vehicle. Using the plug that the battery would connect to, insert a couple of
small nails or screws into the plug. Check on the plug for pos. On the throttle switch you can
use the multi meter using the added chart in pic. These switches could be the problem. If you
have a vehicle that only goes forward or reverse or high low. Under the switches you will see
the wires connecting to each switch. If you have a high low speed switch undo the wires and
turn the switch around and replug them in. If it was only working in high and you turn the switch
then it only runs in low you know the switch is bad. All replacement parts are available online.
Reading just 6 or 12 can be a sign of a bad battery, it has to be over the voltage because the
start up using load power to begin to move the vehicle. The connections on these batteries are
made to manufactures specs. Some times the clips are soldered on but not every time. You can
take them apart and reuse the plugs, just identify the positive and negative cables. If you have
to replace the terminals you can mark them yourself. When replacing the battery charger with
the one in the picture you just have to make contact with the metal clips in the connector pos.
To pos. Neg to neg. Once you see the green light or after charges all night test the charger with
your volt meter. The easiest way to test the controller is once the batteries and switches have
been determined to be good turn the throttle or press the pedal switch. If you hear a clicking
sound the controller or motherboard is most likely bad. You can also test it with the voltmeter.
Testing the motor is done by disconnecting it from the controller and hook up 6 or 12 volt
charger to it and make sure it turns. The pic of the large motor is from Razor scooter or moped
style the pic of the two smaller motors are found in most 4- wheeler type or the typical cars and
trucks. The motors rarely go bad. Even if you have a brand new ride on the biggest tip I can give
is drill drain holes. Under pedal switch gear switch speed switch even the battery compartment.
There are many new models coming out that have working lights wired radio and remote
controls. You have to remember most of these vehicles are made in China. The more
accessories the less juice you have for driving which also destroys the battery sooner, it has to
be charged more often. You can cut off the connectors one leads from the battery and connects
to the vehicle connector. If you are going to use a universal charger instead of the one that
came with the vehicle you can connect to the metal clips inside of the connector pos to pos. If

you are going to use a different battery then the manufacture reuse the battery connector or cut
off the manufactures battery charger connector and replace with the universal metal clips which
will connect on the new battery. There are many newer models being put on the market and
most are coming from China. The more accessories the less power you have for driving,the new
ride ons have wired radios, working lights and remote controls. Repeat customer brought a
Jeep that was having trouble, the car would take off as soon as the battery was connected. The
problem was the foot peddle switch. It was a power Wheels model Jeep so the peddle switch
worked off an internal spring it was stuck in the on pressed in position. There was no way to
rebuild it so I just changed it with a new one. That solved the problem and along with a new
paint job it will be listed locally for sale. Customer brought I an older John Deere Gator, she
wanted fixed. Tested battery and it was bad, hooked up a test battery and put it in forward gear
and it ran. I was thinking I would have to replace the switch, but one I took the back panel
covering the motors I found the real problem. A mouse moved in and built a large nest, her or
her babies ate the motor wiring and sprayed the motor always wear gloves and face mask, cloth
mask types work. If I had only suspected the switch and had bought a new one it would have
been a waste. Had someone bring in a ride on that their kids out grew. Put a new battery and a
paint job and it was ready to go. Took the body off to check for broken or cut wires and checked
the motors 12 v replaced one and a new battery. Painted and then put the truck back together.
Have a few people asking about upgrading their batteries to a higher voltage. When you
increase the voltage there is a danger of electric fires. But you can also repair the old ones
while waiting on them to come in. Open the switch by removing the top button,empty the
contents on your work table. Using spray lubricant to clean the housing and contacts, once you
inspect the springs you can replace them. The springs are the cause of most switches to stop
working. You need to drill drain holes, the pics are of a hover board that the moisture got to and
ruined. He used it a handful of times and was left at grandmas for a couple of months. I'm sure it
rained but I charge it and it turns on lights radio but when I push the button on the remote to go
it barely moves and the lights get dim every time I push any button. Any help? Hi there, hoping
you can help. We purchased a second hand ride on Mini Cooper for our son. It was working fine
but the remote has stopped now stopped working. Reply 4 days ago. That is a common problem
with remote model some stop working on left or right steering and unfortunately on both. This
is a newer add on to the ride on accessories, you can try looking up the owner manual and try
to re-sync the remote. Try looking under the car for the steering mechanism-it should be
attached to the steering rod you can see if it possibly came unplugged. Reply 2 days ago. No
luck! Everything is plugged in as it should be. Tried a reset but also no luck. Could the board or
remote possibly have failed? Reply 3 days ago. How old is it did it come with batteries and a
charger? Question 16 days ago on Introduction. Hi tryouts to repair him com ride on suv take
off charge all lights come on press foot switch every goes off? No instructions unfortunately.
Reply 13 days ago. Try taking the thermal fuse out and hook up the battery directly if it works
you will need a new thermal fuse. Question 13 days ago on Step Answer 12 days ago. Try
hooking the charger to the terminals that go to the battery, you may have a bad batch of
batteries. It not normal but you can eliminate the battery being the problem. There is a built in
switch when you plug the charger into the car it shuts off all electrical while charging. Try the
charger directly and let me know what happens. Reply 7 days ago. Hi thanks for getting back to
me.. I have tried the charger direct to the car terminals the car does light up but it dies as you
push pedal down making clicking noise. I have also tried new batteries fully charged but
nothing comes on. Reply 6 days ago. I think I see the problem, the red wire on two positives one
needs to be on the top neg. The the top red wire goes to the pos. Terminal have you redone the
wiring at some point? Hi thank you Very much sir. I wonder if it would charge the batteries with
normal charger? I charged the batteries through clip on charger. Yes as long as the charger is
putting out the correct voltage it will work. Use a volt meter to measure the voltage. Question 24
days ago on Step 3. Please help. Reply 24 days ago. Ok which switch did you change , gear
switch? Is it all in one high low switch or is it two separate switches? By jveazey Follow. More
by the author:. About: I have a group on facebook. South La. With a lot of extra parts on hand,
had someone ask me to build a trailer for their grandkids. Participated in the Wheels Contest
View Contest. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Reply Upvote. Lindhek 4
days ago. Lindhek jveazey Reply 2 days ago. Lindhek jveazey Reply 4 days ago. Issy14 3 days
ago. Please help my kids 12v rideon jeep has never moved since i bought it. Djs Question 16
days ago on Introduction. Answer Upvote. Ashsam Question 13 days ago on Step Ashsam
jveazey Reply 7 days ago. Ashsam jveazey Reply 4 days ago. For some reason the questions
are usually one or two days late getting to my email. Plw Question 24 days ago on Step 3. Once
you see the quality of our materials and workmanship, we're confident you'll take as much pride
in owning a 4 Guys truck as we do in building them. In order to get the new truck process

rolling, you'll need to contact us. Then our sales manager or the sales representative for your
area will get some basic information about your department and the type of truck you're looking
for. We'll also set up an initial meeting as soon as it's convenient for your department. At that
meeting our representative will present a preliminary specification based on your information
and will review it with your truck committee. This gives your committee the opportunity to ask
questions and get directly involved in the process of streamlining your specs. After the initial
meeting, the specs are turned over to 4 Guys engineering department, where your detailed CAD
blueprints will be produced. We'll send them out so you can see what you've specified, instead
of just reading about it. When you review the drawings, you're sure to think of something else.
Discuss any changes with your sales representative and note them on the drawing. Then we'll
adjust the drawing to your notes. Once you're satisfied with what you've chosen, we'll sign a
contract with your fire company. Among other things we'll guarantee that your new unit comply
with all current NFPA regulations. Then it's time to order the chassis. If you prefer, you can even
order your own chassis through your local dealer, as long as its specs are approved by 4 Guys
engineering department. The first thing that happens when your chassis arrives at 4 Guys is the
pump installation. We can use, at your option, Hale , Waterous or Darley fire pumps. While the
pump is being installed, the body fabricators at the other end of the shop will be building the
body according to your blueprints. Whenever possible, compartments are made from a single
sheet of material. This, along with continuous welding of all compartment seams, eliminates the
possibility of leaks. This even includes the parts you can't see, such as the body frame
crossmembers. We do use some aluminum, but never as a part of the body fabrication process.
Because its strength and durability are considerably less than stainless, aluminum parts are
added only at the finish stage to dress up the truck's appearance. Our hinged doors are another
feature that sets 4 Guys apart from most other manufacturers. Our doors are fully reinforced.
They're perfectly fitted to close tightly every time. They're mounted with full length stainless
steel hinges. And they're less than an inch thick, allowing for maximum useable compartment
depth! Once the pump installation is complete, the body, which has been fabricated separately,
is lifted with a crane and installed on the chassis. By building the body this way, we can easily
remove the entire body should any future repairs be necessary. Using "U" bolts allows us to
fasten the body to the chassis without welding or drilling the truck frame. A strip of 1" rubber is
used to insulate the body against shock. After the body is placed the tank is set into place,
except in the case of elliptical tankers, that have the tank integral to the body and the plumbing
is run. Four Guys features UPF Poly tanks, allowing us the versatility to offer nearly unlimited
options, including suction hose compartments under the "T" of the tank, ladder compartments
through the tank, and integral foam cells for Class "A," Class "B," and AFFF foam systems. At
this point in the construction process, you and your fire department's representatives are
encouraged to inspect the truck and indicate any last-minute changes. You'll be free to take
pictures and ask as many questions as you want. This is your "pre-paint inspection. Here, any
low spots left by the fabrication process will be filled and sanded. The entire truck is cleaned
and appropriate areas are masked. The truck is then moved into the spray booth and painted
according to the instructions we received from your department at pre-paint. The pump panel,
electrical, and finish departments take over when your truck comes out of the paint shop. The
panel men are charged with laying out your top, side, rear or compartment mounted pump
operator's panel in a manner that's easy to understand, even to the first-time operator. While
we're flexible on panel layout, we don't think you'll find one that's easier to use than our
standard layout. Wiring originates at a concealed breaker panel that's small enough to fit in a
compartment door jamb. Protective loom shields all wiring from dampness and corrosion. The
finish men, as the name implies, add all the accessories that make the truck look "finished.
Folding steps are added according to your fire department's instructions and NFPA regulations.
Grab handles are installed, along with brackets to mount ladders, Fol-Da-Tanks and other
accessories. At this stage, the body doors are installed and the paint is buffed to bring out the
shine. When all this is done, the truck is lettered. This, too, is done to the fire department's
specs, and in most cases, it is even possible to closely match existing trucks. Once this stage is
reached, the truck is ready for its NFPA and UL tests and certifications, after which it can be
picked up and placed in service by your department. Return to Top. No matter where you are,
we can make sure you have access to specific, hands-on training for your Pierce apparatus.
Regional Training Locations You can come to us or we will come to you. Click below to view
and register for upcoming training classes. Browse for Training. Pierce dealers are your
single-source experts for parts, training, warranties, and aftermarket service. No other fire
apparatus manufacturer on the planet has a stronger, more committed dealer sales and support
network. Find A Dealer. Our certifie
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d technicians know the intricacies of every last aerial, chassis, electrical and pumper
component. Hundreds of Master Technicians are standing by to help you train, troubleshoot
and maintain any way you need. On the phone. Through e-mail. At your facility or ours. Operator
Manuals Operator manuals are available for the following Pierce products:. Service Manuals
Truck-specific service manuals are available for registered users, based on the design
configuration of the vehicle. Explore Manuals. Registered Trademark of Pierce Manufacturing
Inc. Product Support. Basic to complex. High quality. Mobile support. Training Classes.
Regional Service Training Class Schedule. Master Technicians. Command Zone with user
training available Backed by OEM-limited warranties Custom accessory fabrications and
graphics Product Support Website The same comprehensive factory support available to Pierce
dealers is accessible by Pierce customers through a guest login. Online Manuals. Back to top
Back to Top.

